
The Vision Laboratory:  

Keep your organization’s growth on course by developing and implementing a vibrant 

vision.   

 

When it comes to sustained success, vision matters more than strategy. Scores of studies have prov-

en this statement, and millions of organizational leaders believe it. Yet few executives understand 

what vision is. They embrace the idea, but ignore the implementation - a disconnect that threatens 

organizations striving for growth in a volatile marketplace. This "believing-doing" gap exists because 

today's fast-paced world demands short-term fixes-pressuring executives to make tactical decisions 

that ultimately create larger strategic problems down the road. 

Organizational expert and Professor of Management Mark Lipton will take your entire leadership 

team - through a step-by-step process to establish an actionable vision that can become implement-

ed.  Go far beyond the simplistic, Dilbert-sounding mission statement that only promotes cynicism. 

On the first day: Learn how visions actually “work,” and what the research tells us about content 

themes your vision must address. Get started on the visioning process in the Lab and learn tools to 

keep that help you create a “vision story” draft. 

On the second day (two weeks later): Bring in your draft, roll up your sleeves, and let the camarade-

rie created in the Lab enable you fine-tune your vision for high impact. Learn how to beta-test your 

vision and begin the roll-out.   

Benefits of the Lab: 

Create a unique vision story that will differentiate your organization, create a legitimate 

brand, and improve long-term planning and performance.  

Grasp techniques proven to support creation of your vibrant and results-driven vision story; 

learn how to progress through the more challenging vision-development phases. 

Experience the Lab with your team.  The Lab’s structure incentivizes learning-by-doing 

with those who share this responsibility in your organization.  

Get individualized coaching before, during and after the Lab is complete. Five private 

coaching sessions with Mark are included.  He literally wrote the book on organizational vi-

sions and a copy of Guid-

ing Growth: How vision 

keeps companies on 

course is included for all 

participants. You’ll also 

receive the upcoming 2nd 

edition when it’s released 

later in 2015. 

 


